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Abstract

Exposing students to undergraduate research has reportedly improved students’ development of knowledge and skills in the laboratory, self-efficacy, satisfaction with their research, retention, and perseverance when faced with obstacles. Furthermore, utilizing authentic course-based undergraduate research experiences (CUREs) includes all students enrolled in the class, giving those who may not otherwise have access to an independent undergraduate research project an opportunity to engage in the scientific process in context of an original, unanswered question. In the fall of 2016, second semester introductory biology students conducted a semester-long research project on the transcription factor Lin28a to determine the effect of Lin28a on regeneration in a CRISPR mutant. During ten laboratory periods, students completed four experiments: 1) genotyping mutants by PCR and RFLP, 2) neuromast regeneration after copper sulfate treatment, 3) measuring changes in gene expression by RT-PCR after fin clipping, and 4) swimming behavior. In the context of this class, students were challenged to design their own experiments, interpret their own data, and make connections among the experiments to draft a final paper presenting their results and conclusions. Here, we present a student laboratory manual that can be adapted to other relevant CRISPR mutants. Overall, this coursework aligns with Vision and Change, and these experiments gave students a taste of the questions, techniques, and experimental design currently used in the field of regenerative biology.
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Introduction

Students learn best by practicing science [1]. Student research in the undergraduate environment is mainly done through apprenticeships in faculty research labs; however, there are rarely enough resources or positions to provide every student with this opportunity [2]. Thus, integrating authentic research experiences into the curriculum through a course-based undergraduate research experience (CURE) enables all students to engage in the scientific process [3-5]. As a high impact practice, CUREs provide many advantages. Exposing students to research early in their undergraduate curriculum can potentially influence their retention, academic success, and career goals. Furthermore, utilizing authentic CUREs includes all students enrolled in the class, giving those who may not otherwise have access to research an opportunity. Finally, CUREs may increase laboratory skills, self-efficacy, personal satisfaction, and resilience[4].

This paper provides a CURE laboratory manual for a semester-long zebrafish research project used with biology majors enrolled in the second semester of an introductory biology course. Zebrafish are an accessible vertebrate model system for undergraduates, as development occurs rapidly and many embryos are produced from a single breeding pair. Unlike mammals, zebrafish possess the remarkable ability to regenerate a number of tissues, from tail fins to hair cells to optic nerves [6]. The gene of interest here, lin28a, has been suspected to play a role in tissue regeneration, based on studies of development, pluripotency and metabolism [7-9]. Therefore, to understand if knockout of lin28a would be sufficient to cause defects in regeneration, a CRISPR mutant fish was...
created [10] and tested against wild-type fish for larval regeneration in neuromasts, altered gene expression of pluripotency factors, and rheotaxis behavior. The experiments dovetailed with lecture material focused on genetics, physiology, and neuroscience. In the context of understanding \( \text{lin28a} \), students were encouraged to read primary literature, consider experimental design and controls, make testable hypotheses, interpret their data, and connect experiments to generate a cohesive semester-long project that could be assembled into a singular paper about one gene. Although our data suggest that \( \text{lin28a} \) may not affect the variables measured, students had the opportunity to engage in a novel research project through their enrollment in a required introductory course.

**Methods**

**Animal Care**

This research was approved by the Rollins College Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Because students were working with live vertebrate animals, all students were required to pass an electronically graded animal care quiz with a score of 85% or higher before the first laboratory period (Appendix 1). Full animal protocols can be requested from the author.

The \( \text{lin28a} \) fish (Z001470) was made according to standard procedures [10,11]. To breed embryos, adult zebrafish were segregated by gender and used as a breeding population. In brief, 2-3 females and 2-3 males were placed in a breeding tank. This tank was set up after the fish ate their evening meal, and the fish were left in the breeding tanks overnight. In the morning, the fish mated shortly after the lights turned on. After mating, embryos were collected and grown at room temperature in Petri dishes and 1X E3 embryo media. These embryos and the adults were brought into the classroom laboratory for students to examine.

For the adult zebrafish fin clipping experiment, adults were anesthetized in 1X tricaine (16 mg/mL) until they were motionless. The caudal fin was clipped with a pair of clean, dissection scissors and used to isolate mRNA or genomic DNA for analysis. After clipping the adult fish was returned to system water to recover.

**Laboratory Manual and Classes**

Detailed, student-friendly procedures with hyperlinks to videos and other resources are described in the complete laboratory manual (Appendix 2). The lab manual includes questions and activities that are italicized and red. The answer key includes answers in blue (Appendix 3). An instructional prep sheet with specific catalog numbers where appropriate is also included (Appendix 4). Students were scheduled with a weekly three-hour laboratory period that complemented three 50-minute a week lectures covering typical introductory biology material (metabolism, genetics, cell division, and neuroscience).

---

**Project Ownership Survey**

On the first day of lab, students consented to use of their survey data through an informed consent form approved by the Institutional Review Board. The participants in this study were 56 sophomore and junior undergraduate students enrolled in three different laboratory sections of General Biology II at Rollins College in Fall 2016. Each section was taught by a different instructor. The traditional group comprised of 37 students split between two sections. The experimental group included one section of 19 students who participated in the CURE. The survey was administered via Qualtrics using validated questions from the Project Ownership Survey [12] and a 5 part likert with strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5) during the last laboratory period. Student’s scores were averaged for each traditional and experimental group, and a t-test (p<0.1) was used to compare any statistical mean difference.

**Results and Discussion**

To understand the role of \( \text{lin28a} \) in regeneration, students genotyped progeny of CRISPR heterozygotes, observed regeneration in neuromasts, examined gene expression, and finally tested rheotaxis. A full description of the procedures, the background information, and concept questions can be found in Appendix 2 with an answer key and student data in Appendix 3. In the context of this ten-week series of experiments, there was not a significant difference in neuromast regeneration, gene expression, or rheotaxis between the mutant and wild-type zebrafish. Although these data exhibited a high amount of variability, most likely due to the novice skill set of the undergraduate researchers, these data are congruent with observations made by a postdoctoral researcher at the NIH [10]. Indeed, after the students had completed the first two experiments (genotyping and regeneration), the postdoc visited the class to discuss her own research data on regeneration that matched that of the students. Informally, students remarked that they felt validated through this experience.

Undergraduate classroom laboratories can be categorized according to their scientific process, where a higher ranking indicates a more authentic research experience (Table 1). Even though some laboratories may require more technical ability, research involves the generation of novel data through well-controlled experiments. This particular CURE incorporated an experiment characterizing unknowns where some of the genotypes were known to the instructor (wild-type controls), but all other laboratory sessions were guided design on original research with no known answer (Table 1). For some experiments, students were encouraged to develop their own experimental design, but through class discussion, the experiments were limited to predetermined controls and samples. Emphasizing primary literature enhanced the rigor of the design, as students had to interpret peer-reviewed, published figures and methods sections before initiating an experiment. Furthermore, in the context of this project, students kept a laboratory notebook, created figures and figure legends, and wrote a full-length paper, reinforcing the communication details necessary for the scientific process.
At the end of the semester, students were asked to take the Project Ownership Survey [12], and responses from the CURE students were compared to those students enrolled in the more traditional laboratory sections. These traditional sections engaged in some experimental design and unknown characterization (ranked 1 or 2 in Table 1). However, the experiments were proof of concepts where the answers were known, and the scientific questions were typically only addressed over one or two weeks. Among questions from the POS, the only answer with a large difference (t-test, p<0.1) by the experimental group was, “my findings were important to the scientific community” (Table 2). This is likely because the experimental group was aware that their research was a collaborative project with the NIH with an unknown answer. The two groups reported almost equal scores on their research being interesting and exciting (Table 2). We hypothesize that one reason the differences in the other responses of the POS were not significant was because the survey was given during a time when the traditional section was doing an experimental design (ranked 2 in Table 1). Thus, these students may have answered the POS questions based on the lab currently underway rather than considering the semester as a whole.

This study had several confounding variables. The study was limited to a small sample size of less than 20 students in the experimental group. The average science GPAs among the two groups differed, with 3.01 for traditional and 2.78 for experimental, which may have correlated to the students’ interest and engagement in the course as a whole. Another limitation is that the study was not randomized in that the students were not able to choose their lab section, and the sections additionally varied by both professor and timing. Providing the choice of traditional lab sections versus a CURE section before course registration may have allowed some students who were academically weaker or simply less interested in authentic research to opt for the traditional laboratory curriculum instead of the CURE, thereby increasing interest and excitement about the project. In contrast, a random assignment of students would make a better study. Having different professors for each section may have skewed results due to different teaching styles and experience teaching these labs. For example, the traditional series of laboratories has been taught and refined for three years at Rollins, but the experimental curriculum was novel so troubleshooting and refinement of the instructions was happening as the semester progressed.

Table 1: Some categories of typical undergraduate laboratories where a higher ranking suggests a more authentic research experience, irrelevant of the techniques and skills required to complete the lab.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Lab Experience</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Associated Experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Cookbook Lab”: Known Procedure and Answer</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Heart Beat Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characterize “Unknown” using Set Procedures: Instructor Knows Answer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Zebrafish Genotyping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known Answer, Student-Led Experimental Design</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guided Design on Original Research Question</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Neuromast Regeneration, RT-PCR, Rheotaxis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student-Led Experimental Design on Original Research Question</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Some POS questions and responses comparing the traditional and the CURE courses. *indicates p<0.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Traditional</th>
<th>CURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My research will help to solve a problem in the world.</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My findings were important to the scientific community.</td>
<td>2.82*</td>
<td>3.50*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My research project was interesting.</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>3.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My research project was exciting.</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
students piloted these laboratories for the first time. Also, the traditional General Biology labs already included some experimental design and multiple week labs, such as a C. elegans chemotaxis taste lab. Finally, the fact that lin28a did not have an effect in the experiments utilized and therefore contradicted the initial hypothesis may have led to lower morale since this was likely a first encounter refuting a hypothesis for these introductory students. In the context of this perceived failure, students were encouraged to not only report their results, but also discuss future directions and alternative hypotheses in their final paper. Indeed, among the final submitted papers, 17 of 19 students recognized the disagreement with the initial hypothesis and in response, two of these students proposed additional trials of the experiments, and six of these students suggested an analysis of other genes, i.e. lin28a is not solely responsible for regeneration. Although the first suggestion is weak, the second is viable based on the primary literature [8, 9].

Because of the constraints of mentors and resources, research opportunities for undergraduates are often limited. The main goal of a CURE is to provide students with a taste of authentic research and a reflection of how scientific research is done[3]. Although this CURE did not result in publishable findings regarding lin28a and regeneration, it provided students the opportunity to work on a novel project where the answers were unknown. With CRISPR mutant zebrafish becoming more readily available and easy to generate [11, 13, 14], the hope is that other zebrafish teacher-scholars will be able to extrapolate and modify this lab manual to fit their needs and their mutant fish of interest. Indeed, some individual components could be combined into a single laboratory period or expanded to generate additional periods. Certainly, this project could be used in a course focused entirely on genetics, particularly with additional discussion of the current technique of CRISPR/Cas9 genetic engineering. Ultimately, the hope is that integrating authentic research projects into the classroom laboratory curriculum will enrich students’ understanding of the scientific process and better prepare them for the critical thinking and problem solving necessary to their success in STEM.
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